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Motivation


Errors in the gravitational waveform computed by
Cauchy codes applied to the binary black hole:








Nonlinearities
Gauge ambiguities
Finite size of extraction worldtube

Cauchy-characteristic extractions (CCE) avoids
the errors due to extraction at finite worldtube
The Cauchy and the characteristic approaches
have complementary strengths and weaknesses.
Unification of the two methods is a promising way
of combining the strengths of both formalisms.

Outline
We present steps towards developing
algorithms to improve the accuracy of the
gravitational waveform computation
 The characteristic approach
 The stereographic patching of the sphere
 The gravitational wave (GW) calculation
 The accuracy problem
 How to improve the accuracy


The patching scheme







Cauchy and characteristic
evolution are patched in
the vicinity of a worldtube
All is embedded in the
Cauchy evolution
Characteristic data is
provided by Cauchy
evolution at worldtube B
Free initial characteristic
data is given on the initial
null hypersurface N

Characteristic coordinates







Foliation of space-time by
null hypersurfaces u=const
Spherical cross-sections of
coordinates (θ,ϕ) = xA
Transport along a timelike
vector to get the worldtube
Outgoing 2D null cone xA
from the woldtube have
radial coordinate r
Null coordinates (u, r, xA)

The characteristic method






Extract characteristic
data at inner worldtube
from Cauchy evolution,
Propagate the
characteristic solution
along the outgoing light
cones,
Extracts the waveform
at infinity for each
retarded time.

Characteristic formalism


Based on a family of outgoing null
hypersurfaces, from the worldtube to infinity, in
Bondi-Sachs metric:



The Einstein equations Gµν=0 decompose into 3
hypersurface, 1 evolution and 4 conservation eqs
The polarization dyads:



The metric quantity describing the radiation:



Null evolution algorithm





h determined on the
entire initial cone u
h known at W on u+∆u
Null parallelogram
(WSEN) at fixed (θ,φ)
Marching scheme to
determine h at point N

Stereographic module


Newman–Penrose ethformalism for tensor
fields on the sphere in
terms of complex basis:



Numerical noise
introduced by interpatch interpolation
Improved by circular
boundary inter-patch



Inter-patch comparison



2D scalar wave propagation on the sphere:
Error in the third angular derivative δ3Φ

The News Extraction


Bondi news function:



Conformal compactification at ℐ+ (null infinity)
Asymptotic flatness allows expansion at ℐ+





Typical gauge: conformal factor obeying the
conformal transformation of metric at ℐ+ to unit

The gauge enters in the calculation of the news
function N as second angular derivatives of ω

The ψ4 Extraction







Alternate method: the Newman-Penrose Weyl
component ψ4 (less gauge ambiguities)
Commonly used for binary black hole problem
Problems with the choice of a preferred null tetrad
Asymptotic flatness at ℐ+ => Weyl tensor cancels
Not a complete fix: has large number of terms,
and introduces third angular derivatives

Linearized GW test


Class of linearized vacuum Bondi-Sachs solutions
to Einstein equations on Minkowski background

Clear

improvement
over the original
The error in h is only
≈ 0.1% the value of h
Circular patches have
a smoother profile
Jagged at equator:
irregular grid pattern

News and ψ4 comparison


Weyl tensor extraction Nψ is slightly more
accurate than the news function extraction N.

The accuracy problem



N=A+B+C and A, B and C contain large gauge (N=A/24)
Large to small number cancellations magnify the error.

Analysis


Error of the order of 5% for practical size grids



Hard test - magnifies errors; in binary-black hole
problem is not known, might not be a problem



Intrinsic difficulty in extracting waveforms



Delicate cancellation of leading order terms in the
metric and connection for the O(1/r) radiation field



Underlying gauge effects introduced at the inner
extraction wordtube and propagate out to ℐ+

Further ways to improve
the accuracy






Upgrade to 4th order finite difference
approximations in the stereographic module
Include higher order approximations in the
post-processing of the news function
Improve the characteristic boundary by
changing the data on the inner worldtube from
Dirichlet to Sommerfeld
Produce a Cactus CCE module for wave
extraction that will be freely available to the
numerical relativity community

Advantages of the CCE








Flexibility and control in prescribing initial data
Rigid coordinates implies little gauge freedom
Constraint violations fall off asymptotically as 1/r
No second time derivatives, i.e half the number of
variables as the corresponding Cauchy version.
The grid domain is exactly the region in which
waves propagate
No outgoing radiation or other artificial boundary
Waveform and polarization state at infinity

